
Marh 23, 2012Midterm ExamEE 6340: Introdution to Teleommuniations Networksnote: Please, omplete the following table and keep reord of your assignment number.First NameLast NameStudent IDAssignment # 0Exerise 1. Consider the M/M/1 queue shown in Figure 1. Customers enter the queue at rate �. Customers
µ 1−a

aλ Figure 1: M/M/1 queue with loop.leaving the queue will either hoose to return to the bak of the queue with probability a, or depart from thesystem with probability 1� a. The servie time at the queue is exponentially distributed with mean 1=�.A) Find the stability onditions of the queue, and de�ne the Markov hain to model the queue [pt. 15℄.B) Solve the Markov hain (i.e., omputing the probability of eah state in the hain, �i), and ompute theexpeted number of ustomers in the queue, N [pt. 15℄.C) Apply Produt Form to solve the network of a single queue and ompare the result for NPF obtained fromthe Produt Form against the result for N obtained using the Markov hain [pt. 15℄.D) Compute W (1), de�ned as the expeted time a ustomer spends waiting for servie the �rst time it arrivesinto the queue [pt. 10℄.E) Compute W , de�ned as the expeted time a ustomer spends waiting for servie in total during its entiresojourn in the system [pt. 10℄.Exerise 2. Consider the M/G/1 queue shown in Figure 2. Servie time is a random variable X , with a
X

1−a

aat most once
λFigure 2: M/G/1 queue with up to one loop.general and known distribution fX(x). Upon ompletion of the �rst servie round, the job hooses to requesta seond servie round with probability a, otherwise, it departs from the system with probability 1 � a. If aseond round of servie is requested, the job is immediately put in servie again. At the end of the seondservie round, the job always departs from the system.A) Compute the distribution of the total servie time, onsidering both rounds of servie and aounting forprobability a [pt. 15℄.B) Determine the stability onditions for the queue [pt. 10℄.C) Compute W , de�ned as the expeted waiting time for an arriving job till servie is granted [pt. 10℄.D) Assuming that fX(x) is exponential with average value 1=�, de�ne the Markov hain for the queue [pt. 15℄.1


